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This book describes the techniques of friction-less walking using mnemonical aphorisms and
detailed commentary.With an in-depth description of the walking techniques for different
terrains, outdoor conditions, food & hydration, clothing and protection, training and planning, and
complete coverage of the walking-related illnesses, this book describes all the challenges and
situations, both evident and unforeseen, a walker may face in distance walking.Written as a
series of short lessons that can be read as a guide and used as a reference, this book is a
practitioner's guide that draws from author's experiences and collected trail notes during
extensive walking across the country.
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                         Salutations to the Goddess of strength and wisdomDedicated to
Aparna & AditiSet out to walk and glanced some bliss.The time you forewent is an unreturnable
gift.ANDalokm, anupama, anuragr, arunn, awadesht, hariphemap, abhijain, nmelchi, nalamr,
navneetn, panipradnya, pathak, srajeshr, ranveer, sasi, srinu, surraThanks for backing my
maiden ultra.DisclaimerThis book does not provide medical advice.The content in this book is
based on my personal experiences during innumerable walks, and knowledge gained
committing plentiful mistakes. The purpose of this book is to introduce you to the joy of walking
and make you aware of some of the pitfalls. By no means do I claim to have experienced all the
aspects of walking or understood the cause or treatments of all the injuries I have suffered. The
utility of this book will vary from person to person.All content, including text, graphics, images
and information available in this book are for educational purposes only and are not sufficient
for medical decisions. The content of this book is not intended to be a substitute for professional
medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. Always seek the advice of your physician or other
qualified health providers with any questions you may have regarding a medical condition. Seek
the advice of your professional health provider before undertaking any dietary, exercise, or
lifestyle changes. Never disregard professional medical advice or delay in seeking it because of
something you have read in this book.No content in this book has been reviewed or evaluated by
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) or any other government or regulatory agency.
Reliance on any information provided by this book is solely at your own risk.  PrefaceThe long
and short of itPart 1∙ Getting startedChapter I∙ InertiaI∙ There is always time for itI∙ This whole
Earth is a walking groundI∙ Nothing is needed. No one is neededI∙ It is never too lateI∙
Technique over strengthI∙ Rest and motion, both are relaxingI∙ First lethargy, then vanity, and
finally blissI∙ Interest, routine, habit, and essentialI∙ What stops growing starts shrinking
immediatelyChapter P∙ PitfallsP∙ Too farP∙ Too fastP∙ Too steepP∙ Too heavyP∙
CompetitionP∙ Over-stretching the limbsP∙ No restP∙ Sugary beveragesP∙ OverindulgenceP∙
Ignoring the signsPart 2∙ TechniquesChapter T∙ TerrainT∙ Flat, level, and smooth is the
standardT∙ Dirt roads are naturalT∙ Asphalt is hardT∙ Mud is a dragT∙ Gravel is twistedT∙
Uphills are like stairsT∙ Downhills demand attentionT∙ Distribute weight evenlyT∙ Shoes for



protection. And only for protectionT∙ Watch out for trafficT∙ In step with timeT∙ Camo in the
wildT∙ Terrain determines the speedT∙ Speed determines the experienceT∙ Distance comes
with timeT∙ Respect the terrainChapter B∙ BodyB∙ Health is paramountB∙ FoodB∙ Food
before the walkB∙ Food during the walkB∙ SnacksB∙ Walker’s mealB∙ Food after the walkB∙
Weight-loss is secondaryB∙ WaterB∙ HydrationB∙ How to carry waterB∙ AirB∙ Air QualityB∙
Air Temperature and humidityB∙ Air PressureB∙ HeatB∙ Effects of heatB∙ Sun exposureB∙
Notes on sunscreensB∙ Notes on sunglassesB∙ ColdB∙ Types of injuriesB∙ Common
ailmentsB∙ Common reasons for ailmentsB∙ Instructions for prevention of ailmentsB∙
Instructions for prevention of deficiencies and exposureB∙ Instructions for prevention of
injuriesB∙ Mental fatigueB∙ General instructions for treatment of ailmentsB∙ Doctor is your
friendB∙ Manage painB∙ Listen to your bodyB∙ Stop before you mustB∙ Sustainability is the
touchstoneChapter C∙ Clothing and accessoriesC∙ There’s a dress for thatC∙ Know the
weatherC∙ FootwearC∙ SocksC∙ ShoesC∙ Orthotic insolesC∙ Orthotic insertsC∙ GaitersC∙
Foot skin protectionC∙ Alternative footwearC∙ Hot weather clothingC∙ Cold weather clothingC∙
Rainy weather clothingC∙ SupportsC∙ Principles of kit makingC∙ Essentials kitC∙ Day walk
kitC∙ Ultra kitC∙ Backpack and waist bagC∙ Waist bagC∙ Ultra backpackC∙ Respect off-
seasonChapter BI∙ Bodily injuries and illnessBI∙ Anatomy and injury referencesBI∙ Symptoms,
diagnosis, and treatmentBI∙ Skin ailmentsBI∙ ChafingBI∙ BlistersBI∙ Itching and acneBI∙
Scrapes, cuts, wounds, and bruisesBI∙ RICEBI∙ Muscle injuriesBI∙ Muscle strainBI∙ Tight
musclesBI∙ Short musclesBI∙ Compartment syndromeBI∙ ContusionBI∙ Tendon injuriesBI∙
TendinitisBI∙ TendinosisBI∙ Footwear for sore feetBI∙ Ligament injuriesBI∙ Bone injuriesBI∙
Symptoms and treatmentBI∙ Pathological fracturesBI∙ Acute impact fractureBI∙ Chronic stress
fractureB∙ Nerve injuriesBI∙ Injuries by body partBI∙ FootBI∙ Plantar FasciitisBI∙ Black
ToenailsBI∙ Achilles TendinitisBI∙ SesamoiditisBI∙ NeuromaBI∙ Bunion and HammertoesBI∙
AnkleBI∙ Ankle tissuesBI∙ Ankle sprainBI∙ Anterior Tibialis/Extensor TendinitisBI∙ Peroneal
TendinitisBI∙ Peroneal TendinosisBI∙ Progressive FlatfootBI∙ Calf and ShinBI∙ Calf crampsBI∙
Calf strainBI∙ Shin splintsBI∙ Shinbone fractureBI∙ Shin compartment syndromeBI∙ Other calf
and shin injuriesBI∙ KneeBI∙ Anterior Knee injury — Runner’s kneeBI∙ Anterior Knee injury —
Jumper’s kneeBI∙ Anterior Knee injury — ACL InjuryBI∙ Lateral Knee Injuries — Iliotibial Band
InjuryBI∙ Lateral Knee Injuries — LCL injuryBI∙ Lateral Knee Injuries — Lateral Meniscus
tearBI∙ Medial Knee injuries — MCL injuryBI∙ Medial Knee injuries — Medial Meniscus tearBI∙
Posterior Knee injuriesBI∙ Iliotibial bandBI∙ Iliotibial band SyndromeBI∙ThighsBI∙ Pulled
hamstringsBI∙ Quad strainBI∙ Upper bodyBI∙ Hand swellingBI∙ Side stitchPart 3∙
MasterChapter R∙ RoutineR∙ Plan your trailR∙ The day beforeR∙ Yoga referencesR∙ GaitR∙
Checking the gaitR∙ Correcting the gaitR∙ Warm-upR∙ Before you startR∙ During the walkR∙
During a walking breakR∙ After the walkR∙ Rest dayChapter E∙ ExerciseE∙ Yoga trainingE∙
Stairs workoutE∙ Toe walking and heel walkingE∙ Body relaxation techniqueChapter G∙
GrowthG∙ Learn from popular hikesG∙ Learn from experienceG∙ Compete with yourselfG∙
Enjoy the walkG∙ Keep growingPrefaceWhat distinguishes humans from other animals? The



ability to think, build tools and use them as extensions of our body, to live collectively in large
groups, invent and speak complex languages … the list goes on. Easily forgotten or overseen is
our bipedalism, i.e., the use of only two legs to move when four were available. Bipedalism freed
our front limbs to perform other activities, e.g., to pluck a fruit, to hold a weapon, or to carry food
back to the caves, while also elevating our head to a broader field of vision. With this change,
our species traded speed for endurance and versatility. We can’t run as fast as many wild and
four-legged animals can, but we can walk unimaginably long distances. Most of the historical
accounts were written by travellers from faraway lands. Our body can easily walk huge
distances. Only if we want to.Easy access to food and vehicular transport has slowly obliterated
the need to travel on foot. The forced-walk from the car parking to work is the only little left. That
too will unconsciously dwindle once self-driving cars start dropping us at the office doorstep
before they go park themselves. If all this sounds unrealistic, one just needs to walk in the
country and meet a few farmers to see how technology and transport have reduced their
erstwhile muscular bodies to motor slavery. Many of the young countrymen can no longer walk
beyond a few miles.With bipedalism, what we lost in the strength of our fore-limb hands, we
compensated with a gain of power in our hind-limb legs. Reducing movement altogether is not
strengthening any part of the body. This loss of capability does not bode well. Short-term, it
affects our health and with it the quality of life elongated by modern medicine. Long-term, the
loss of mobility and endurance can make us sitting ducks to attacks from unforeseen
dangers.What does it take to get active? Desire! As a baby, the innate desire to walk has given
firm legs to all of us. Childhood activities further strengthened the body. A bit of work will get the
rhythm back in a few weeks. The reversal from inactivity to activity is very smooth and quick. All
you need is a desire to move.Walking becomes more pleasurable when experienced in all its
dimensions of terrain, season, weather, time, and company. The experience of walking through
nature, rivers and streams, farms and orchards, spring and winters, forests and country, during
the morning and in the night, through beaten paths or all-new trails, are experiences that match
none other.With this book in your hand, you have taken a big leap in the direction. This book will
guide you through the challenges, both evident and unforeseen, and help you discover your
unused potential and strength. Let’s get started.  Sarveshwar DudduMar 2018The long and
short of itThe success of a walk is in its joyThe joy in its ease and beautyEase lies in lack of
frictionAnd beauty in nature’s appealThis book describes the techniques of friction-less walking
using mnemonical aphorisms and detailed commentary.  Part 1∙ Getting startedThere are three
situations that beginners face, namely:  Inertia in getting started and not walk at all.  Walking
too little and stopping too early.  Walking too hard and injuring oneself by overdoing.In the
following, the first chapter describes the Inertia and second chapter describes the Pitfalls.
 Chapter I∙ InertiaInertia is the tendency to stop too early or not start at all. Inertia finds a
‘reason’, for example:  I don’t have time.  There is no nice place to walk.  I don’t have
company.  What is the use now? I am too old. It is too late.  My body is not strong.  My body
needs rest.  I can’t fit walking into my daily schedule.  I have walked long distances. I have



accomplished a lot.The following lessons will help you get over your inertia.  I∙ There is always
time for it Have you seen the people thronging the pilgrimages? We see the old and the infirm,
their lives hanging on the last thread of vitality, doing the holy rituals. The young are always busy
with their daily routine, made palatable with a sprinkling of occasional vacations. Our daily
routine is mundane. Only a little time is left after the bland chores and a pinch of entertainment.
We are indeed occupied all the time. Life is indeed fast-paced in pink of health. The breaks are
forced upon us when we fall sick. Where is the time for walking? It is sadly true that youth,
typically, does not have the time, and old, usually, do not have the energy. Only a few prescient
have some “me-time” to spare.Given our busy daily life is, can one find time to experience the joy
of walking? Yes! Here is how:  Save time by walkingThis is counter-intuitive. While walking can
initially come across as a further drain on scarce time, over time the improved fitness speeds up
not just the walk but also the professional work and household chores. An active body makes an
active mind. The time “lost” during walking is more than offset by productivity gains fostered by
walking.  Multitask during walkingMultitask some of your daily activities, e.g., relaxation, while
walking. Listen to your favourite music. Learn from podcasts. Try audibles. Take calls if safe. If
you cultivate the habit of relaxing while walking, your walk can replace the sedentary time spent
in living room entertainment.  Make time by purging wasteful activitiesOne must save time in
the same spirit as saving money and not waste any of it. Reduce wasteful activities and spend
the time thus saved on walking.Regular walkers have used the above methods to squeeze in a
walk in the busiest of times.  I∙ This whole Earth is a walking ground Wondering where to walk?
A full exploration of nature would require a study of all types of terrains (forests, plains, hills, etc.)
and using your days off to gradually cover all of them in a planned fashion. But that is much later.
To begin with, start exploring the places nearby — your immediate neighbourhood.City dwellers
have good roads to everywhere. A city is best during mornings. Walk to a neighbourhood park in
the mornings to feel the same tranquillity one finds in temples. Or walk to a new breakfast
restaurant some blocks away to try something new.Country dwellers are spoilt for choices.
Explore a new path. Find out where the road goes. Follow the birds. Rediscover your childhood
hangouts. Explore a new farm. Walk to the market.Already explored all that’s in the vicinity? No
two walks are the same if you make music a part of the walking experience. Change the music to
make walking on the same route an all-new experience. Try it.Have a day off? Try a walking tour
in the city for a heady mix of walking and fun. Done with uptown and downtown? Go outside the
town! Use the Internet to find hikes outside the city and plan a solo. Don’t like solo walking? Join
a hiking club and partake in their activities. The possibilities are limited only by your imagination.
 I∙ Nothing is needed. No one is neededCost and dependency are the primary drawbacks of
manmade sports. Manmade sports need specialised equipment, field, etc., Team sports require
partners, and competitive sports need competitors. In contrast, walking needs no specialised
equipment or partners. It can be enjoyed on one’s own, anytime, and anywhere. We are naturally
equipped with everything needed to walk. Nothing else is needed. No one is needed. Freedom!
To some, walking is more than physical activity. Some of us love to stroll with friends in the



vicinity of our homes, neighbourhood park, by-lanes, etc., and it is indeed enjoyable. I call this
social walking. Despite being slow and repetitive, the natter and banter during the social walk
can light up the day and is motivation enough for some to be regular with their walks. Start with
social walking if you like, but don’t stop there. Try solo walking. Only when a social walker goes
solo does he realise that the social walks did not let him discover the full potential of
walking.Solo walks allow the walker to use the time for relaxation, exploring nature, and deep
thinking. The time spent walking can also be utilised for learning (podcasts), entertainment
(music), or even work-related calls. Multitasking makes longer walks possible.Now is a good
time! Step out for a solo or plan a social today!  I∙ It is never too lateAt a Yogashram in
Bangalore, I met an old, wheelchair-bound German lady Karin who was visiting to get help with
her mobility. She couldn’t get off her wheelchair on her own and needed an attendant round the
clock. She looked weak and frail. She could barely walk. None of this, however, had any effect on
her temperament. She was ever cheerful. She attended all the sessions, starting from the first
session at 5:30 am in the morning to the last one at 9:00 pm in the night. She was always
punctual.I struck up a conversation with Karin, and our discussion veered towards our
expectations and goals from the Yoga programme. I told Karin I was visiting for the meditative
atmosphere. Karin, who at that time was barely walking, said she was looking to regain strength
and walk like she used to. Her goal was to circumambulate the holy Manasarovar Lake near the
Mount Kailash in Tibet. That trail is a 90 km walk and can take three to four days by foot. At the
height of 4500 m, dry and chilly weather, and hilly terrain, such a walk is an ambitious goal even
by regular standards. As I found it unbelievable, she smiled and said, “It is never too late, isn’t
it?”Two days hence, her steps were firmer and she was walking unassisted. It is never too late.
 I∙ Technique over strengthAs infants, we develop the muscular strength to carry our body
weight early on. It still takes months after that to learn balancing and the technique of walking.
The childlike enthusiasm for walking and running increases our strength and endurance. Then
the excitement to walk makes way for interest in play and other age-appropriate avocations. We
soon hit a plateau. This progression is natural because it is body’s nature to develop all faculties
equally and not be uni-dimensional. Unless we consciously put effort to go beyond elementary
walking, overtime we assume we have learned all it takes to walk despite not having gone
beyond a few miles at a stretch.Putting one step after another is elementary walking. Doing this
consistently and painlessly over long distances, challenging terrain, and in unfavourable
weather, is advanced walking. One can walk up a ramp with no change in gait but not a hill. One
can navigate a rough spot with no change in style but not a long stretch. One can walk briskly in
peak sun but only briefly. Strength has its limitations. It tries to run roughshod, brawn over brains.
Strength treats unfavourable circumstances as it treats the good times. No amount of strength
can take one through an ultra if he does not adapt to the environment. When strength fails, and it
always does, we assume the failure was because of lack of strength. The problem usually lies
elsewhere.As professionals navigate challenging terrains and demanding situations, they adapt
to the environment and treat changing conditions nimbly. Every change, be it terrain, season, or



weather, must lead to a change in our gait, speed, and overall approach to navigating it. If the
environment has changed, so should we. These techniques of walking are the subject of this
book and form a bulk of it. The proper walking technique makes short distance walking
enjoyable and long-distance walking possible.Strength does help, of course. It will make hard
easy. But it will not make impossible possible. Double the distance does not require double the
strength. It usually is a bit more strength and many more techniques. And trust your body already
has enough strength to walk tens of miles. While gaining muscle takes time and cannot be
transmitted from one person to other, the techniques of walking is knowledge that is readily
transferable, can be gained quickly, and applied instantly. Continue work on increasing strength
as a long-term goal, but immediate gains can be made if you quickly learn the walking
techniques.The above cannot be overemphasised: A relatively frail walker can walk long
distances purely by technical walking. Strength is secondary. The technique is primary.  I∙ Rest
and motion, both are relaxingIn everyday conversations, it is common to hear “sit down, relax!”
either in so many words or otherwise. Rest and relaxation are synonymous in most usage. But is
this equivalence universal? Is it true for everyone? Is it true every time?Consider a bedridden
patient. He is forced to restrict himself to a bed. Beyond a couple of days, will he find his
vegetative state a relaxation? Consider a healthy person with sedentary work life. Since he
doesn’t move through the day, is he relaxing through the day? Or will he feel relaxed from a stroll
instead?The above examples show rest is relaxation but only for the tired. Motion is relaxation
for the idle. Muscles are latent powerhouses. They grow when we exercise them, and their power
depletes if unused. Pure rest and no action makes our muscles and body weaker, not stronger. A
need to frequently rest while working is an indication of weakness or inactivity. As we exercise
our body and regain its strength, we need fewer and shorter breaks to regain strength and get
back to motion.“Sit down, relax!” is as correct as “let’s walk and relax!” To an active body, rest
and motion, both are equally relaxing, when taken in turns.  I∙ First lethargy, then vanity, and
finally blissFor an inactive person, inertia is the home ground. Activity is in hibernation. Inactivity
is normal. Sluggishness has crept into the daily life and has become such a part and parcel that
it no longer feels abnormal. The decay is deep but has set in slowly. So slow that the everyday
deterioration mostly went unnoticed. Some can compare their energy levels with days of yore
but dismiss the decline as a result of ageing. Ask them to compare with peers, and they would
come up with unconvincing reasons bordering on rationalisation.Lethargy eventually makes way
for activity due to self-realisation, mere providence, or disease. While activity for medical
reasons is hardly something to be boastful of, an activity that’s self-driven can be a matter of
pride. When activity is coupled with achievement, for example, an awe-inspiring distance or a
jaw-dropping speed, then it’s natural for self-admiration to swell and become pride. Combined
with compliments from friends and family, pride can lead to vanity. Vanity is a pleasure that alters
our goals. Instead of pursuing goals for self-improvement, one may start pursuing goals that will
feed the vanity, e.g., accomplishments that will make good fame-dropping posts purely for the
sake of ‘likes’ on social media. Pride still has its place. It can foster activity and cultivate passion.



But a commoner cannot evaluate the toughness of a walk. Acting on the assessment of
commoners leads to incorrect goal-setting. Instead of walking for oneself, one is now walking for
others.While many get tied to vanity, some free themselves from pride and continue progressing.
They find the joy of walking within, in the act of walking and the beauty of the trail, and not in
vanity or other’s opinions. The trail becomes the path to find oneself, negative thoughts leave the
mind, ambient sounds turn musical, mind becomes oblivious to the body, and in this
detachment, even if momentary, one finds the inexpressible true bliss. Progress is when one
moves from the initial state of inertia to the final state of detached movement and does not get
stuck in the intermediate state of egoistic action.These three states, namely, inertness, ego-
driven activity, and bliss-driven activity, have been discussed in philosophy for a long time. They
are called the Tamasa, Rajasa, and Satva Gu a respectively. Patañjali Yoga Sūtra describes
them in Kaivalya Pāda, the chapter on liberation. Bhagavad-Gīta of the Epic Mahabharata has a
whole chapter 14, “The Gu atraya Vibhāga Yoga” (Classification of the Three Basic Qualities),
dedicated to this subject. The Epic Rāmāya a models its principal characters Kumbhakar a,
Rāva a, and Vibhīṣa a on these very qualities. Suffice to say it’s natural for anyone to
experience a mix of these three qualities from time to time. A walker’s goal should be to detach
his walk from ego and instead walk for the bliss.  I∙ Interest, routine, habit, and essentialWhat
does it take to progress from lethargy to blissful activity?The first step is desire. Desire is the
reason for all activities. Some posit that desire is the cause of the existence of everything —
material or abstract. This desire may be self-born, inspired by others, triggered by a health need,
etc. Desires may be short-lived. It is sustained desire that becomes an interest.As one takes an
interest in walking, tangible results like relaxation will start feeding into a virtuous cycle. The next
step is to make it a daily routine. Give walking its due importance and allocate it some time. Any
time is good. Dawn is better. Get some sun too.A routine becomes a habit if stuck to for an
extended period. The routine seeps into the subconscious and no longer needs a reminder. It
becomes second nature.A habit becomes an essential when it is so long-running it’s hard to
recall when it all began. Once an essential, a walker who is forced to skip his walk due to travel,
emergency, or such unavoidable circumstances deeply misses his walk. He will change timings
to avoid conflicts. He will head to a treadmill if the weather outside is not conducive. If low on
uninterrupted time, he will take many small walks instead of one long walk. A busy schedule
does not deter him. While the exact strategy differs by case, any walker who finds walking an
essential will find a way to walk.  I∙ What stops growing starts shrinking immediatelyOur body
requires periodic rest from activity to recover from wear and tear and regain strength. A short
period of rest, for example, a short break during a long walk or a rest day after a week of activity,
provides relaxation. Relaxation, like stimulation, is necessary for rejuvenation.The downside of
rest is the tendency to extend it beyond the needed. The high from an unbroken streak or
accomplishment can disrupt the daily routine. A sense of accomplishment develops. Laziness
can set in, and the mind might be more fatigued than the body. A rest day becomes two. The
breaks turn longer.On return from a long break, one finds the body does not resume from where



it left. Some strength has since been lost. The muscles relaxed for a while but have since
contracted. Though the mind knows the body’s capabilities, the body is no longer responding. A
good effort and time are now needed to regain the strength.The ‘Big Bang’ theory of universe
postulates the Universe grew and expanded from a singularity. Per the complementary ‘Big
Crunch’ theory, the moment it stops expanding, it will start contracting back towards the
singularity. Our body is similar. It keeps growing if we keep walking. It starts contracting if we take
undue rest. What stops growing starts shrinking immediately.   Chapter P∙ PitfallsBeginners run
the risk of overdoing out of enthusiasm. This risk can be hard for the beginners to realise
because beginners have considerable reserves that give an illusion of strength. This shallow
strength coupled with passion can drive beginners to longer distances and tougher terrains than
they should take up at that juncture. When the beginner’s energy dries up, the lack of real
strength shows up as over-tiredness or even injury. As the distances then taper down or become
hard to repeat, it is but natural that one may be disappointed with the ‘loss’ in their distance,
speed, etc. The mistake becomes evident when people lament “Oh, it started well, but after
some days…”.As important as it is to get started, it is equally important to start small, grow
gradually, and avoid the pitfalls of overdoing. Note: If you can’t stop from crashing after the walk,
you are overdoing it. If not overdone, walking is enjoyable every single time you go out for a walk.
To that end, before we take up the lessons on “What to do”, let’s first understand “What not to
do”.  P∙ Too farHave you come across investors who, having not invested their money in correct
instruments for a long time, try to make up by foolhardily investing in schemes that will “double
their money” in quick time? Their knee-jerk swing from “risk-free” to “highest risk instruments”
jeopardises their money. A new lousy investment cannot offset losses from old bad
investments.So too with inertia. If you get physically active after a long period of inactivity,
walking long distances too quickly will put excessive pressure on your muscles and body. Do not
attempt to add a mile to your PB (“personal best”) every other day. Instead, keep hitting your
recent PB till it becomes completely effortless. By restricting to the recent PB, you give your
body enough time to get habituated to the new challenge. Secondly, if the body hits a snag, we
can pause at that point with minimal injury. With indiscriminate growth, we would have likely
gone too far and brought upon graver injury.It is time to better the PB when the last best
becomes dreadfully dull, utterly unchallenging, and has been repeated at least for a week. Once
there, go for a nominal 10% increase. 10% increments are risk-free, albeit unglamorous, way to
build distance. They will take you from 5 km to half-marathon in four months flat.To sum it up —
Start with a small distance. Steady at each milestone. Sort out the snags. Increase distance
gradually.  P∙ Too fastBeginners may be fascinated with the pace of walking. The need to speed
has gained currency what with all the sports apps and gadgets highlighting the distance and
speed as key metrics.But let’s take a step back. Walking is so natural we do not realise that our
feet, back, neck, hands, heart, and head — all our body parts are involved in the walking activity.
An increase in speed thus requires all the body parts to step up. The legs must move faster;
hands must naturally speed up in sync; energy must reach all parts rapidly; the heart has to



pump blood faster, breathing should speed up, etc. Just a pair of strong legs is not
sufficient.Walking is, by nature’s design, meant to be a comfortable activity that does not put the
body under stress. Brisk walk is enjoyable as long as you are not huffing and puffing. Faster
walking has its repercussions. Firstly, the walk is no longer enjoyable. It becomes a drudgery that
one may stop looking forward to. Secondly, an inert body needs time to regain strength, restore
the full lung capacity, and unclog the internal systems that deliver energy and oxygen to all body
parts. Ramped up too quickly, a body will tire in no time, and oxygen deprivation can lead to
inflammation, cell death, and precious muscle loss. Recovery takes long and puts us back on
our journey. A small gain is thus undone by a bigger loss.
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